
4PK 2” Caster Wheels
Installation Guide

1. Insert the wheel

Before installation the wheels, carefully flip over the 
garden bed so that it lays flat with the long support 
boards pointing towards the sky.

Pay attention to the 
direction of wheel and 
the carner post.
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2. Insert the bolt

3. Turn on the nylon lock nut

Insert from inside to 
outside. 
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4. Tighten the fasteners  

Please use a 5mm hex 
wrench and a 13mm 
combination wrench

5. Assemble the 
remaining wheels 
using the same 
method. The direction 
of each wheel aligns 
with the corner posts, 
as shown in Pictures 
1c and 5a.
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6. After installing two wheels, carefully flip over the 
garden bed in the opposite direction, and install 
another two wheels.

Model#: WK2K4Questions or Comments?  
Email us at service@everbloom-garden.com
Welcome to our website: www.everbloom-garden.com

Suggested tools
1. 5mm hex wrench, preferably with T-handle
2. 13mm combination wrench, preferably with ratchet

Install on Everbloom 
ERB3332 Elevated Garden Bed
E333612 Elevated Deep Trough Garden Bed

Installation 1
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Before installation the wheels, carefully flip over the 
garden bed so that it lays flat with the short boards 
pointing towards the sky.

Model#: WK2K4Questions or Comments?  
Email us at service@everbloom-garden.com
Welcome to our website: www.everbloom-garden.com

Install on Everbloom 
E213612 Deep Trough Planter Box / 
E211719 Corner Stone Planter Box /
E144519 Deskside Planter Box / 
E143612 Trough Planter

1. Take off bolts and nuts on the post bracket with 
hex key and nut driver, as shown in Pic. 1a and 
Pic.1b.

Note:
Please do not move or take out the support bracket 
inside the post.
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2. Insert the wheel 3. Insert the longer bolt

4. Turn on the nylon lock nut and fasten it

5. Insert another longer bolt in the pack from side 
to side. Turn on the nut and fasten it. Be sure it 
gose through the support brack inside the post. 

6. Take off the bolts and nuts on post brackets on 
the other side, and insert the wheel. Fix it with  
longer bolts and nuts.  

8. Flip over the bed again so it stands upright

7. Flip over the garden 
bed, then install another 
two wheels follow steps 
above.
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Installation 2


